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Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course content from Cambridge University Press with
validated assessment from Cambridge English Language Assessment. The Pre-intermediate Teacher's Book offers detailed
teaching notes for every lesson of the Student's Book. It includes extra photocopiable activities, keys to exercises and extra
teaching notes.
An exciting and intensive skills-based course, which focuses on themes from contemporary teen culture. Activate engages
students and offers highly enjoyable and thorough preparation for local and international exams.
Cambridge English Empower is more than just a course book - it's a complete solution for effective learning and teaching! This
new general English course for adult and young adult learners combines course content from Cambridge University Press with
validated assessment from the experts at Cambridge English Language Assessment. Empower's unique mix of engaging
classroom materials and reliable assessment, with personalised online practice, enables learners to make consistent and
measurable progress.
Life is an exciting new six-level adult series that turns learning English into an exploration of the world we live in by drawing on
National Geographic content such as images, articles and videos. Student's Book contains: engaging tasks with fascinating NG
content ; review at end of each unit ; grammar reference with practice activities. CEF: A1-C1.
Activate B1 is ideal for teenage students who are preparing for all B1 level examinations.
Helps students prepare and practise for their school-leaving exams and equips them with lifelong learning and study skills. Taking
an inductive approach to Grammar, this title revises and extends the students' knowledge of grammar and vocabulary through
varied skills-based activities that recycle, revise, evaluate and develop language skills.

Activate is a new Key Stage 3 Science course for the 2014 curriculum, designed to support every student on their journey
through Key Stage 3 to Key Stage 4 success. This student book will spark students' curiosity in science, whilst gradually
building the maths, literacy and working scientifically skills vital for success in the new GCSEs.
* Appealing design to match the Activate Students' books* Recycling of ALL vocabulary and grammar from the Students'
Book* Extensive Test Yourself section in each unit for Michigan ECCE practice* Unique Wordzones with special words,
word groups, idioms and expressions* English definitions taken from Longman Dictionaries* Phonetic transcription of all
words* Special notes for students in Greece and Cyprus* Lots of examples to help students understand the true meaning
words* The Study Companion Teacher's Guide is overprinted with correct answers.
Activate B1 + Grammar & Vocabulary provides additional practice on key grammar areas and consolidates the language
covered in the Students' Book ensuring your students are fully prepared for their exam. *Grammarzones with clear
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grammar rules * Intensive exam practice sections * Grammar and vocabulary based exercises
Activate B1+ Grammar & Vocabulary provides additional practice on key grammar areas and consolidates the language
covered in the Students' Book ensuring your students are prepared for their exam.
An exciting and intensive skills based course which focuses on themes from contemporary teen culture
Challenge and inspire your teenage learners to think beyond language. Think is a fresh, vibrant and upbeat course
designed to engage teenage learners and make them think. The Teacher's Book provides full lesson support for this
level, including teacher's notes, audio scripts, answer keys, suggestions for extra activities and lesson options for mixed
ability classes, plus tips on how to get the best out of Think's array of digital tools and components.
Ideal for residents starting in radiology and radiologic technologists, this concise manual is the perfect introduction to the
physics and practice of CT and the interpretation of basic CT images. Designed as a systematic learning tool, it
introduces the use of CT scanners for all organs, and includes positioning, use of contrast media, representative CT
scans of normal and pathological findings, explanatory drawings with keyed anatomic structures, and an overview of the
most important measurement data. Finally, self-assessment quizzes – including answers – at the end of each chapter
help the reader monitor progress and evaluate knowledge gained. New in this fifth edition: Recent technical
developments such as dual source CT, protocols for CT angiography, and PET/CT fusion.
*12 units each having 10 pages* Revision every 2 units*Active Book and Active Teach: the complete digital components
for students and teachers* Motivating video clips on the Active Book and Active Teach taken from authentic TV
programmes* Teenage exam coach characters support students in Skillzone and Examzone boxes*Speaking File with
addoitional speaking activities to practise language functions* Writing File provides guidance on approaching different
writing tasks required in exams*Vocabulary File with a complete wordlist for ever unit and optional activities for each
video clip*Grammar File contains full explanations and examples of the grammar in each unit* CLIL (Content and
Language Integrated Learning) tasks allow students to apply their language skills to other subjects* Extensive language
skills developmentand practice in the Workbook and Grammar and Vocabulary Book* Comprehensive teacher's support
package with materials in the Teacher's Book and Teacher's Exam Box* Interactive exam practice in the Active Book and
at www.iTtests.com*Activate B1 is ideal for students who are working towards B1 level and preparing for B1 level exams
such as PET
An exciting and intensive skills-based course, which focuses on themes from contemporary teen culture. Activate!
engages students and offers highly enjoyable and thorough exam preparation. Key Features Motivating DVD clips taken
from authentic TV programmes Teenage 'exam coach' characters support students with the Skillzone and Examzone
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boxes Extensive exam practice in the Workbook and the Use of English book, and on the Workbook CD-ROM
Preparation for multiple exams using the materials in the Teacher's book and Teacher's Exam box Interactive exam
practice at iTests.com and in CD-ROM allows students to test themselves, monitor their progress and improve exam
performance. Activate! B2 is ideal for students who are preparing for international exams at B2 level. Activate! B2
provides a complete teaching package Students' book with DVD Class audio CDs (set of 2) Workbook with CD-ROM
(with key and without key editions) Use of English book Teacher's exam box Teacher's book Activate! Digital Active Book
(students' digital component with video) Active Teach (teacher's digital component with video)
Provides step-by-step instructions for each activity with integrated key and audioscripts for easy reference. It also offers
alternative ways of presenting some tasks and many extra activities which can be given to students who finish their work
early or can provide additional practice to all students.
A communication-focussed course in American English. This flexible course builds confidence through an emphasis on
speaking and listening skills, and enhances learning through the innovative and interactive digibook. The Teacher's
Resource Book Pack contains teacher's notes, a test generator CD-ROM and a webcode for the Digibook.
Activate B1 Grammar & Vocabulary provides additional practice on key grammar areas and consolidates the language
covered in the Students' Book ensuring your students are fully prepared for their exam.
Through wonderful readings and carefully designed activities, this best-selling series helps students develop reading skills and
systematically increase their active vocabulary. Learners develop useful and relevant vocabulary while exploring and expanding
critical thinking skills.
* Skills development* Grammar and vocabulary practice*Watch out boxes with exam tips* Exam style tasks* CD-Rom self study
Compact Preliminary for Schools is a focused, 50 - 60 hour course for Cambridge English: Preliminary for Schools, also known as
Preliminary English Test (PET). The Student's Book features eight topic based units with focused exam preparation to maximise
the performance of school-age learners. Units are divided in the order of the exam with pages on Reading, Writing, Listening and
Speaking. A Grammar reference covers key areas in the syllabus and unit based wordlists include target vocabulary with
definitions. The Student's Book also features a revision section and full practice test. The accompanying CD-ROM provides
interactive grammar, vocabulary and exam skills tasks including listening. Course users also have exclusive access to a further
practice test with audio via a URL in the Student's Book.
Activate! Level B1. Workbook. Without key. Per le Scuole superiori. Con CD-ROMLongman
The story of three generations in twentieth-century China that blends the intimacy of memoir and the panoramic sweep of
eyewitness history—a bestselling classic in thirty languages with more than ten million copies sold around the world, now with a
new introduction from the author. An engrossing record of Mao’s impact on China, an unusual window on the female experience
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in the modern world, and an inspiring tale of courage and love, Jung Chang describes the extraordinary lives and experiences of
her family members: her grandmother, a warlord’s concubine; her mother’s struggles as a young idealistic Communist; and her
parents’ experience as members of the Communist elite and their ordeal during the Cultural Revolution. Chang was a Red Guard
briefly at the age of fourteen, then worked as a peasant, a “barefoot doctor,” a steelworker, and an electrician. As the story of
each generation unfolds, Chang captures in gripping, moving—and ultimately uplifting—detail the cycles of violent drama visited on
her own family and millions of others caught in the whirlwind of history.
* Offers consolidation and extension of the language points presented in the Students' Book* Includes a CD Multi-Rom that
contains interactive grammar and vocabulary activities to reinforce key language points* Students can practise listening at home
with the audio for the Workbook listening activities on the Multi-Rom

Activate A2 Grammar & Vocabulary provides additional practice on key grammar areas and consolidates the language
covered in the Students' Book ensuring your students are fully prepared for their exam.
Four authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers for the Cambridge English: First (FCE)
exam. These examination papers for the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam provide the most authentic exam
preparation available, allowing candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the exam and to
practise useful exam techniques. The Student's Book without answers is perfect for classroom-based test practice. The
Student's Book is also available in a 'with answers' edition. Audio CDs (2) containing the exam Listening material and a
Student's Book with answers and downloadable Audio are available separately.
New Activate Intervention Workbooks are now available to support students at Key Stage 3. Carefully designed selfassessment Intervention tasks tackle key concepts, helping students identify areas for improvement and extension. A
large variety of practice questions, activities, and checklists build skills and confidence throughout the course.
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